
THE LINDEBERG-LÉVY THEOREM FOR MARTINGALES1

PATRICK BILLINGSLEY

The central limit theorem of Lindeberg [7] and Levy [3] states

that if {mi, m2, ■ ■ • } is an independent, identically distributed se-

quence of random variables with finite second moments, then the dis-

tribution of ra-1'2^^! uk approaches the normal distribution with

mean 0 and variance £{m?} , assuming that £{mi} =0, which entails

no loss of generality. In the following result, the assumption of inde-

pence is weakened.

Theorem. Let {u\, u2, • • • } be a stationary, ergodic stochastic proc-

ess such that E {u\} is finite and

(1) £{m„||wi, • • • , un-i\ = 0

with probability one. Then the distribution of ra_1/2^3j=1 uk approaches

the normal distribution with mean 0 and variance E {u\}.

The condition (1) is exactly the requirement that the partial sums

yilLiMfc form a martingale. The theorem will be proved by sharpening

the methods of [l, §9], which in turn are based on work of Levy;

see [4], [S, Chapter 4], and [6, pp. 237 ff ]. The debt to Levy will be

clear to anyone familiar with these papers.

In proving the theorem, we may assume that the process is repre-

sented in the following way. Let fi be the cartesian product of a se-

quence of copies of the real line, indexed by the integers ra = 0, ±1,

+ 2, • • • . Let Mn be the coordinate variables, let (B be the Borel field

generated by them, and let P be that probability measure on (B with

the finite-dimensional distributions prescribed by the original proc-

ess. If i« is the Borel field generated by {un, m„_i, m„_2, • • • }, then,

by (l),

(2) £{m„||3:„_1} = 0,

with probability one, for ra = 0, ±1, • •

Let <rn = £{M„||SF«^} and let <r2 = E{oî} = E{m„}. If T is the shift

operator then, as is easily shown, o\=Tno\. Since T is ergodic, it

follows by the ergodic theorem that
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(3) lim n     22 o-fc

with probability one. Let sn = o\-{- • • • +<r£, put mi = min{«: s*e¿}

for i>0, let ct be that number such that 0<ct — l and 5^(_1+c?o41 = i,

and, finally, let z¡ = ui+ ■ ■ ■ -\-umt-i-\-CtUmt. It follows from (3) that

7jk o% diverges with probability one; hence mt and the other variables

are well defined. We will first show that

(4) lim P{rll2zt á x) = #(*),

where i>(x) is the unit normal distribution function. The proof of the

theorem will then be completed by showing that

(5) p lim »~1/2 M* — Zna* = 0.

To prove (4), define new variables Wi, «2, •

«t \imt> k

«* =

by

ctuk

10

if mt = k

if mt < k.

If AGïfc-i then, since \mt>k\ G$k-i, the variables u\ and o\ have

the same integrals over A{mt>k}, by (2). Similarly, since if, multi-

plied by the indicator function of {mt = k}, is measurable $Ft_i, it

follows that u\ and âto\ have the same integrals over A{mt = k}.

Therefore, if i^EffiJUiF/t-i},

(6)
2

Sk

2

âk

2   2

CtCk

0

if mt > k

if mt = k

if mt > k

except on a set of measure zero. Similar arguments show that

(7) Elü^-i] = 0,

with probability one.

Adjoin to the space random variables £i, £2, • • ■ , each normally

distributed with mean 0 and variance 1, which are independent of

each other and of the Borel field Û3. If

Vn  =   r1/2(«l +■••+«» + <ín+l£n+l +  ¿=„+¡¡£„+2 +   •   '   ■  )

then -nn = t~lt2Zt for n è mt.  Moreover, since 7i{77o||®}  = 0 and
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£{?7o||®} = í_123í°=i «5»= 1,170 has the unit normal distribution. There-

fore

£{exp(wr1/2Z()} -exp(-52/2)|

oo

231 E{exp(isijn)} — £{exp(Ü7j„_i)}
(8)

n=l

Write

a = exp f ist"112 y, ük 1 .

ß = exp(ist~ll2ûn) — exr>(ist~ll2â„%n),

7 = exp ( ist'112  23 »»i» ) •
\ *-»+l /

If y=£{7||í,, ffi}, then

7' = exp(-(52/20   Z íí),

and hence, since Z^-n+i °t = ¿ — z3"-i <>*, 7' is measurable íFn_i. It

follows that

I £{exp(w77„)} — £{exp(wjj„_i)} |   =  | E{aßy\ |

=   |£{a/V}|    =   {Elay'EißW^}}]

iE{\E{ß\\3n-i}\}.

By Taylor's theorem it follows that if w is real then

exp(iw) = 1 + iw — i£i2/2 + 0w2g( | w | ),

where 191 ̂ 1 and

g(w) =   sup   | 1 — exp(w) | /2.

Note that g(0) =0 and that on [0, oo), g is continuous, nondecreasing,

and bounded by 1. Applying this formula to each of the two terms

of ß, and using (6) and (7), we obtain

£{|S||iF»_i} = E[0s*t lüng(\s\t 1/2| un\ )||SF„_i}
-1/2,

-12.2,1       i    -1/2[      2—122,,       i    —1/2       i i,|i ,

+ E\6st   ff¿ng(\s\t      i,,|{.|)||SF»_i}.

If h(w)=E{£g(w\tii\)} for w^O, then h has the same properties g

does, and
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I £{j8||fF_i} I   ¿st   E{üng{\s\t       \ün\)pn-l}

,       2-l-2,/ I       I    -!/2.  .
+ s t   <rnh{ \ s\ t      <r„).

Therefore, by (8),

I £{exp(wr1/2z«)} - exp(-s2/2) |

= eÍsY1 \Z [E{ülg{ I s I T1/21 fk I )||SF*-i} + ¿h{ I s 1 t~ll2âk)]\.

Since g and h are bounded by 1, and since 2~lkii ot = i, the integrand

on the right in this expression is bounded by 2s2. If we show that the

integrand goes to 0 with probability one as t goes to infinity, then it

will follow by the dominated convergence theorem that the right-

hand member of (9) goes to 0, which will complete the proof of (4).

If e>0 then |s|i_1/2<e for all sufficiently large /, and, since g is

nondecreasing, we have

lim sup t    2~2 E{ükg{\ s\ t      I «*| )||SF*_ij

(10)
-1   "" 2

g lim sup t    2~2 E{ukg{e\ uk\ )||iF*-i} .
t-><° k-l

It follows from the ergodic theorem that

(11) lim n     2~2 E{ukg{e\ uk\ )\\ïïk-i} = E{uig{t\ «i | )},
»-*» k—l

with probability one. A standard argument of the renewal type ap-

plied to (3) shows that

(12) lim m,/t = o-'2

with probability one. (If X>1 and kt= [¿Xo-2], then Ä,^X1/2a-2/ for

large /. But (3) implies that for large t, s\Jkt=o2\~112, and hence

s¡t, = £, or mt = kt^t\o-~2; thus lim sup¡ mt/t—\o-~2. A similar argument

for X<1 yields (12).) Now (11) and (12) imply that the left-hand
member of (10) does not exceed o-_27i {u\g{t\ Ui\ )}. Since this bound

goes to 0 with e by the dominated convergence theorem, the left-

hand member of (10) is 0, with probability one. A similar argument

with ma and g replaced by âk and h, shows that

_i ?"    2    1    i  -1/2
lim t    ¿_i °kh{ \ s\t      ck) = 0,
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with probability one. Thus the integrand on the right in (9) goes to

0, with probability one, which completes the proof of (4).

It remains to prove (5). Given e>0, choose ra0 so that if ra ̂ ra0 then

£{ \mns/na2 - o-2|   > e3}  < e,

which is possible by (12). If ra^wo then

P Ira-1'2   ¿ uk - z„„>   > el g e + £ ( max    ¿ uk   ^ era1'2^} ,
I I t_l j USIS»    *_a j

where a = ra — [e3racr2] and ô = ra + [e3racr2]. By Kolmogorov's inequality

for martingales [2],

P-^ max    23 «t   ^ en1/2/2> ^ (4/e2ra) 23 £{«*} á 8eo- .

Thus

Pira-1'2   23 m - ¡W I > «}  á (1 + 8<72)e
v I t-i I '

if ra^rao, which establishes (5) and completes the proof of the theorem.

If m„=/(z„), where {z„| is a Markov process satisfying the regular-

ity condition described in [l, part (i) of Condition 1.2], and if

E {/(zi)2} is finite when zi has the stationary distribution, then, as one

can show by the arguments of [l], «~1/223t=i M* 1S asymptotically

normal, even if the distribution of zi is not the stationary one.
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